Decorative Cable Cast On

* Using one strand of your yarn, cast onto your loom using a variation of the Cable Cast On method. This is done by the following steps:

1. Make a slip knot. Place the slip knot over the first peg.
2. Insert your crochet hook down through the top of the slip knot and catch your working yarn, which is in front of the loom. Pull this through the slip knot, creating a new loop.
3. Pull the newly formed loop behind the first peg, and slip over the 2nd peg.
4. Insert your crochet hook between pegs 1 & 2 and down through the loop you’ve just placed over the 2nd peg, and catch your working yarn. Pull up through, creating a new loop.
5. Pull the newly made loop behind the 2nd peg and slip it onto the 3rd peg. Continue in this way to the 28th peg.
6. On the 28th peg, lay your working yarn above the loop, across the outside of the loom, and knit off (lift the bottom loop over the working yarn and over the top of the peg).
7. Every other peg will already have 2 loops on them. Knit off the bottom loop on all the other pegs.